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• 2020 Dodge Challenger 50th Anniversary Edition

• 2020 Genesis G90

• 2020 Hyundai IONIQ (Electric shown)

• 2020 Karma Revero GTS

• 2021 Kia Seltos (X-Line Trail Attack Concept shown)

• Aston Martin DBX

• 2020 Audi RS Q8 (Euro model shown)

• BMW M8 Competition Cabrio

T his marks the first year the Los Angeles Auto Show—the first of the
major domestic international shows on the calendar (and the handiest
to Ari zo na)—is not followed a month and a half or so later by the North

American International Auto Show, which is moving to June to attract those
who were not nuts about a trip to Detroit in winter. As such, automotive manu -
fac tur ers brought an extra-significant batch of new pro duc tion model reveals,
concepts and technological ad  vances

The LA Auto Show Press and Trade Days merged with a Con nected Car Expo
the year before last, un der a combined title of AutoMobility LA, as the event
blends consumer electronics, the automotive in dus try and urban planning.

The selection presented here gives you a good taste of what’s new and
what’s coming down the pike automotively, presented alphabetically:

ASTON MARTIN, as expected for some time, revealed the first SUV in their
106-year history, the fourth vehicle in a Second Century Plan they say will be
“transformational” (expanding their lineup and opening their second manufac-
turing plant). Promising both sports car dynamics and off-road capability, the
new Aston Martin DBX boasts a new dedicated SUV platform, bonded alu-
minum construction and a 4949-lb weight, a 48-volt electric antiroll system
coupled to triple chamber air spring suspension, powered by the 4-liter twin-
turbo V8 used in the DB11 and Vantage, with 542 hp and 516 lb-ft of torque
fed through a nine-speed automatic to active-differential all-wheel drive. 

The all-new AUDI RS Q8, a new flagship for RS models, had its global reveal
in LA. The RS Q8 features a biturbo V8 for exhilarating performance and driv-
ing dynamics, and recently became the fastest production SUV to lap the
renowned Nürburgring racetrack, with an official time of 7 minutes and 42.2
seconds. Zero-to-60 time is 3.8 seconds from its 592-hp, 435-lbft  powerplant,
with a track speed of 189.5 mpg when equipped with RS ceramic brakes.
Variable height suspension lets it tackle the twisties or tough terrain equally
well. Audi also showed its new e-tron Sportback, an SUV coupé addition to its
new EV lineup, with 278.4-mile range and digital matrix LED headlights.

BMW had two major reveals at LA: their new flagship M8 Gran Coupe and a
lim ited special edition M2 CS. The latter will be the basis for a BMW M2 CS
Racing, their future entry model from BMW M Motorsport, with a 450-hp
twin-charged six, M Sport adaptive suspension, a lightweight CFRP roof (the
first on an M2) and an available 6-speed manual (the first on a CS). The M2
CS had hit 62 mph in just 4.2/4.0 seconds (manual or optional 7-speed M dual
clutch transmission) and has standard M sports brakes with available BMW M
carbon ceramic brakes. The BMW M range now offers the M2 CS, X5 M/X5
M Competition, X3 M/M Competition and X4 M/X4 M Competition and the M8.

DODGE declares this the golden age of muscle cars, and they’re celebrating
with a 50th Anniversary Edition Dodge Challenger with special badging, new
colors (including high-impact Gold Rush, see photo), body-color shaker hood on
HEMI® cars, available on GT RWD, R/T Shaker, R/T Scat Pack Shaker and
R/T Scat Pack Shaker Widebody (the first-ever R/T Scat Pack Widebody with
a Shaker hood, see photo). The 50th Anniversary Challenger also features pre-
mium Nappa leather and Alcantara interior with accent stitching, real carbon
fiber accents, a special gauge cluster—and the “50” logo throughout. The
anniversary package starts at just $4995 and can be ordered now for spring.

GENESIS used LA for the global reveal of a full-generation new flagship G90
sedan at what would normally be a mid-cycle point—em phasizing style
themes of Athletic Ele gance and Horizontal Architecture. It’s immediately rec-
ognizable by its new grille opening (the Crest Grille) descending to a center
point near front spoiler level and flanked by a quad headlight setup. With the
exception of the roof and doors, every exterior body panel on the 2020 G90 has
been replaced or changed. The car includes an expanded suite of active and
passive safety features as standard and continues to offer two engines: a 3.3L
V6 turbo and a 5.0L V8. The interior also emphasizes the horizontal theme.

HYUNDAI revealed a new IONIQ lineup, again comprising a hybrid, a plug-in
hybrid and a full electric sedan. The EV increases driving range from 124 to 170
miles, horsepower from 118 to 134, battery capacity from 28 to 38.3 kWh, on-
board charger from 6.6 to 7.2 kW for quicker charging speed (with a 100-kW
fast-charging station, it can reach 80 percent charge in as little as 54 minutes),
and boasts 133 combined MPGe. All include the Hyundai SmartSense technol-
ogy package. Hyundai N Brand also revealed an all-new RM19 Racing midship
rear-drive sports car prototype; and in the same week, Hyundai’s Hydro gen
Mobility Solution won the 2020 Truck Innovation Award in Seoul.

KARMA brought a new production model, a concept and a bag full of other
news to LA, starting with the hand-built Revero GTS, entering production in
early 2020—a new variant of the Revero GT with new interior and audio, elec-
tric torque vectoring, and a 0-to-60 time under 3.9 seconds. The Karma SC2
concept plans for 1100 hp and 10,500 lb-ft of torque from twin front and rear
electric motors, and a 0-to-60 time—hold onto your hat—under 1.9 seconds,
with an anticipated 350-mile range. An ultrasonic dynamic regenerative panel
gives the SC2 the electric hyper car performance handling and braking. Karma
also previewed EREV (extended range EV) conversion tech for larger vehicles.

KIA had multiple announcements and reveals in LA, including an updated Niro
Hybrid. The biggest buzz is their new Kia Seltos “Entry SUV”—for which they
also already pulled out another crystal ball, showing both Trail Attack and Ur -
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• Porsche Taycan 4S (EV)

• 2020 Subaru WRX STI Series.White limited edition

• Tesla Cybertruck

• 2021 Toyota RAV4 Prime

• Volkswagen ID. SPACE VIZZION

• 2020 Land Rover New Defender

• 2021 Lexus LC 500 Convertible

• Lincoln Corsair Grand Touring

• 2020 Mazda CX-30

• 2020 Mercedes-Benz EQC 400 4MATIC (EV)

ban Concept versions. The new Seltos falls into the lineup somewhere be -
tween the genre-bending Kia Soul and the Sportage crossover. Styling picks up
on a current trend back toward more rectilinear sport utilities, echoing some
elements of the hugely popular new Telluride three-row SUV. Powertrains will
include the familiar 2.0L and 1.6T turbo engines, with available all-wheel
drive. Five trim levels will start below $22,000—even for a base LX with AWD. 

LAND ROVER confirmed rumors with a New Defender, on an all-aluminum
D7x platform (a unibody, their stiffest ever, three times more rigid than body-
on-frame), available in 90 and 110 bodies, with up to six seats in the 90 and
the five, six or seven in the 110. Guts include fully-independent suspension,
twin-speed transfer box, permanent four-wheel drive and new Configurable
Terrain Response. The spare tire mounts out back, readily accessible off-road
and allowing a short rear overhang. New Defender 110 goes on sale this spring,
starting at $49,900, Defender 90 First Edition this summer, starting at $65,100.
Watch for the vehicle in the next James Bond film No Time to Die, in April.

The LEXUS LC 500; known to us all as a stunning V8 coupe that turns heads
as effectively as it turns the quarter-mile and carves mountain curves, gains a
convertible model for 2021. Lexus engineers used computer-aided engineering
(CAE) analysis and real-world driving evaluation to achieve impressive struc-
tural rigidity and deliver the driving qualities of its coupe counterpart in an
open car. The 471-hp, 398-lbft  naturally aspirated 5.0L V8 delivers power to
the rear wheels through a Direct-Shift automatic. The LC 500 Convertible’s soft
top operates in just 15 seconds and stows under a hard tonneau cap. Raised
body work in the rear features the center brake light integrated in the deck lid.

LINCOLN Corsair, the smaller SUV that joined the very well-received full-size
Navigator and midsize Aviator recently, revealed a new electrified Grand Tour -
ing version, pairing advanced plug-in hybrid technology with Lincoln’s first
electric all-wheel drive (rear-wheel basis, all four as needed), also including
key Lincoln features such as Phone As A Key, Co-Pilot360™ Plus and multiple
drive modes. Lincoln Corsair Grand Touring’s hybrid powertrain includes a 2.5-
liter Atkinson-cycle four-cylinder gasoline engine and a permanent magnet
synchronous motor with a combined targeted output of 266 hp. The clever new
Corsair has a targeted EPA-estimated all-electric range of more than 25 miles.

MAZDA revealed an all-new compact crossover, the CX-30, an entry-level
premium utility showcasing the latest Kodo styling, ranging from $21,900 to
$29,600 for four trims in either front- or all-wheel drive, with a 186-hp, 186-
lbft Skyactiv-G 2.5L engine and six-speed automatic. Mazda Connected Ser -
vices are standard throughout the lineup, with many features available
through a MyMazda smartphone app, including remote start and remote lock/
unlock. An 8.8-inch display interfaces with Mazda Connect™, 8-speaker HD
radio, Bluetooth phone and audio, and a WiFi hotspot is available. LED lights,
rear a/c vents and a range of driver assistance tech are also featured.

MERCEDES-BENZ goes electric with their first global EV, the all-new EQC,
starting at $67,900 for the all-wheel-drive EQC 400 4MATIC. An advanced
drive system has compact electric drivetrains at each axle—the front opti-
mized for highest efficiency in the low to medium load range, the rear for
sporty driving. Together, they put out 402 hp with peak torque of 561 lbft. Its
80-kWh lithium-ion battery uses regenerative braking and coasting to top off
charge from both motors. Also revealed were AMG versions of the new GLS
full-size SUV—a Mercedes-AMG GLS 63 and GLS 63 S—as well as a top-fit-

ment 558-hp V8 Mercedes-Maybach GLS 600 4MATIC arriving later this year.

PORSCHE had three big reveals in LA: the Taycan, Macan Turbo and 99X Elec -
tric race car. Building upon years of electric race concepts, the Porsche Taycan
four-door EV sports sedan joins the gasoline-powered Taycan Turbo and Turbo
S in their lineup and is available with two battery packs: a single-deck up-to-
390-kW Per for mance Battery and a two-deck up-to-420-kW Per formance
Battery Plus. Both accelerate to 62 mph in 4.0 seconds with a top speed of 155
mph; range is 252 or 287 miles depending upon battery pack. Motors power
both the front and rear axles, with a two-speed transmission on the rear axle.
The interior is all new, centered on a freestanding curved instrument cluster.

SUBARU revealed the limited-edition 2020 WRX and WRX STI Series.White,
a run exclusively in Ceramic White paint with matte bronze wheels and limit-
ed to production of 500 each. WRX Series.White is highest-performance WRX
ever in the US, based on the 268-hp WRX Premium with 6-speed manual and
in cluding a Performance Package with Recaro seats, red-caliper Brembo
brakes, hi-po Bilstein suspension and more, at $33,995. WRX STI Series.White
has a 310-hp 2.5L boxer turbo, advanced AWD and torque vectoring, Michelin
tires, Bilstein suspension and more, over ultrasuede/carbon black leather,
starting at $42,695. Both begin arriving at Subaru dealers early this year.

TESLA seized this busy week to reveal their Cybertruck electric pickup, im me -
diately generating immense discussion throughout the industry, the truck en -
thusiast base and the general population. It’s no wonder, as it breaks the most
new ground—and/or rules—yet in two rapidly expanding and newly compet-
itive segments—midsize pickups and EV pickups (with Bollinger B2 and Rivian
R1T coming soon). Cybertruck has solid bones on paper — cold-rolled stainless
steel structure, armor glass, adaptive air suspension with up to 16" of ground
clearance, 60 mph in 2.9 seconds, 500 miles range, 100 cu.ft of storage, 7500+
pounds towing, 35º approach angle. The debate about its soul is just starting.

No sooner had we driven the destined-for-success new TOYOTA RAV4 Adven -
ture (see our NovDec 2019 cover story) than they added a TRD Off-Road model
to the lineup. But they weren’t done yet. At LA, Toyota revealed an enticing
addition—one that simultaneously takes performance to a new level while
also bringing a new electrified powertrain to the family. The 2021 Toyota RAV4
Prime is a 302-hp AWD utility with sport-tuned suspension —and RAV4’s first-
ever plug-in hybrid (PHEV) powertrain. Put it all together, and you have a do-
anything, go-anywhere right-sized utility in an affordable range, that can hit 60
mph in a projected 5.8 seconds and drive 39 miles in pure EV mode.

VOLKSWAGEN brought the latest in their succession of auto show concept
vehicles in the “ID.” series—the seventh, in fact, the ID. SPACE VIZZION—
this one declared to represent a completely new vehicle segment with the
aerodynamic design of a Gran Turismo and the space of an SUV. An EV, it uses
some of its vacant front volume to run airflow through the body, with its roof
and other body contour details also contributing to a drag coefficient of 0.24.
The concept is said to preview a future production version to be sold in Europe
and North America. Inside, a very small display shows key driving info, while
infotainment and other functions hover in a 15.6-inch heads-up display.

Upcoming shows include the Chicago Auto Show in February, Geneva Motor
Show in March, New York International Auto Show in April, and North Ameri -
can International Auto Show in Detroit in June. ■


